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Abstract: Based on several assumptions to deduce a cosmological model with three fundamental 

constants along with the dimensionless electroweak coupling constant turned into functions of 

the gravitational potential. Initial research of this model has indicated solutions to several long-

standing cosmological puzzles. 
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1.   Introduction 

The quantum theory is based on a flat space-time reference frame without considering 

gravitational fields, so it cannot explain the phenomena involved gravitational fields.  The 

electroweak coupling constant is a variable dimensionless constant, which implies the principle 

of general covariance is breaking down in microscopic scale.  So it is impossible to fit the 

quantum theory into the framework of general relativity based on the principle of general 

covariance. Hence I try to modify the quantum theory in order to describe the phenomena inside 

a gravitational field in microscopic scale. For example the gravitational lensing can be explained 

by the speed of photon in vacuum is slower in a gravitational field, and the gravitational redshift 

can be explained by a bigger Planck constant [1]. So I assume these two fundamental constants 

are functions of the gravitational potential, which are defined in a universal flat space-time 

reference frame sitting far away from any gravitational fields. In paragraph 2 and 3, I will design 

a thought experiment which is a photon traveling in a still gravitational field, and write down 

three equations to describe it based on several assumptions, and derive functions for those 

variable constants by solving these equations. I will investigate the physical significance of the 

functions in paragraph 4 and eventually deduce a cosmological model in paragraph 5 to solve 

several long-pending cosmological problems, such as the mechanism of the gravitational wave, 

the essence of the cosmic microwave background, the origin of the cosmic rays. And I will 

derive a smaller Hubble constant from the gravitational coupling constant in paragraph 6. 

2.   Assumptions  

The speed of light in vacuum is a function of the gravitational potential.  A vacuum infinitely far 

away from any rest mass is a flat space-time perfect vacuum; the speed of light in this perfect 

vacuum has a maximum speed. The inertial mass of a photon is equivalent to the passive 

gravitational mass which is subjected to the gravitational force, even though only the rest mass is 



equivalent to the active gravitational mass which produces the gravitational potential. Since a 

photon does not have a gravitational field associated with it, a photon propagating in a 

gravitational field will not produce any gravitational wave; the change of the gravitational 

potential energy of a photon is absolutely equal to the change of the energy of the photon.  These 

assumptions will yield equation (3.1) in next paragraph. 

Based on the principle of general covariance, the fine structure constant as a dimensionless 

coupling constant for the macroscopic electromagnetic force should be invariant in the 

gravitational field. And because of the conservation of electric charge, I have to assume Planck 

constant and the permeability of vacuum being functions of the gravitational potential, while 

keep the elementary charge and the permittivity of vacuum as true constants. These assumptions 

will yield equation (3.2) in next paragraph. 

Since the frequency of light will not change during its propagation through different mediums, so 

I assume the frequency of a photon will not change when it travels in a gravitational field, and of 

course I have to assume all of our measurements are referring to a clock sitting in the universal 

flat space-time reference frame, which is sitting infinitely far away from any gravitational fields, 

and is the only valid inertial reference frame in reality. This assumption will yield equation (3.3) 

in next paragraph.  

3.   Derive Variable Constants as Functions of the Gravitational Potential  

The speed of light in vacuum is a function of the gravitational potential showed as )(uc , where

cc )0( ; c is the speed of light in perfect vacuum where the gravitational potential equals to 

zero. The Plank constant is a function of the gravitational potential showed as )(uh , where

hh )0( . The mass of a photon is a function of the gravitational potential showed as )(um , 

where mm )0( . Derive the following three equations according to the assumptions discussed in 

the above paragraph: 
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Combine (3.2) and (3.3) to get 
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Put (3.4) into (3.1) to get 
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Differentiate both sides of equation (3.5) to get 
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Derive from (3.6) 

duudcuc )()(  ------ (3.7) 

Integrate both sides of equation (3.7) to get 

Kuuc 2/)(2  ------ (3.8) 

where K  is a constant to be defined. 

Since cc )0(  ------ (3.9) 

Combine (3.9) and (3.8) to get 

2/2
cK   ------ (3.10) 

Substitute (3.10) into (3.8) to derive a function for variable speed of light in vacuum: 
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Substitute (3.11) into (3.2) to derive a function for variable Planck constant:  
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where 0 the permeability of perfect vacuum and 0 is the permittivity of vacuum. 

Combine this with (3.11) to derive a function for variable permeability of vacuum: 
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The rest energy of a particle should be invariant in a gravitational field due to the conservation of 

energy. cmucumE
2

0
2

00 )()(  ------ (3.14) where 0m is the rest mass of a particle in perfect 

vacuum, put (3.11) into (3.14) to derive a function for variable rest mass of a particle:  
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Also based on the conservation of energy, the energy measuring unit such as Planck energy 

should be invariant in a gravitational field. 

2/152/15 )/()](/)()([ GcuGucuEP   ------ (3.16) where G is gravitational constant in perfect 

vacuum, 2/h is reduced Planck constant in perfect vacuum. Substitute (3.11) and (3.12) 

into (3.16) to derive a function for variable gravitational constant:         

GcuuG )/21()( 2 2
  ------ (3.17) 

Function (3.11), (3.12), (3.13), (3.15), and (3.17) are five basic functions of the gravitational 

potential, and we will abbreviate these functions to describe variable constants as FGP from here 

after.   

4.   Investigate the Physical Significance of FGP  

4.1   FGP as a Unified Microscopic Explanation to Time Dilations  

Planck units are defined in terms of five fundamental physical constants; they are the speed of 

light in vacuum, reduced Planck constant, gravitational constant, Coulomb constant, and 

Boltzmann constant. Even though three out of five fundamental constants have turned into 

functions of the gravitational potential, Planck length; Planck charge and Planck temperature; 

three out of five base Planck units are invariant in a gravitational field, only Planck time and 

Planck mass turn into functions of the gravitational potential: 
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 ------ (4.18) where t P

 is Planck time in perfect vacuum.
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 ------ (4.19) where mP  is Planck mass in perfect vacuum. 

Function (4.18) and (3.11) indicate that time slowdown in the gravitational field exactly matches 

the slowdown of light in vacuum, FGP can deduce that all kinds of clocks should slow down to 

the same pace; no matter they are atomic clocks or just simple pendulums, or even the mean 

lifetime of a decay particle. Hence if we locally measure the speed of light in vacuum using 

locally defined Planck units or SI units in a local reference frame, which has a close to constant 

background gravitational potential, then we actually cannot detect any change. Function (3.15) 

and (4.19) indicate that the gravitational coupling constant is a dimensionless true constant 

similar to the fine structure constant, so the principle of general covariance is confirmed to be 

valid in macroscopic scale. 

An inertial reference frame travels with a constant speed V in a perfect vacuum, the time 

measuring unit will be affected by the speed according to special relativity:  
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 ------ (4.20) where t  is any time measuring unit in perfect vacuum. 

Compare (4.20) to (4.18), we can deduce a relationship between a constant speed V and a 

constant gravitational potential U as following: UV 22   ------ (4.21), this formula implies 

these two reference frames are equivalent. Therefore, FGP can provide a unified microscopic 

explanation to special relativity time dilation and gravitational time dilation or gravitational 

redshift. So let’s reconsider the thought experiment in a reference frame with a constant 

background gravitational potential U , in this scenario the equation (3.1) will be as below:  
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Based on (3.4) and (3.11), equation (4.22) can be rewritten as below: 
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Use the total gravitational potential Uuu   ------ (4.24) to do a substitution in (4.23)  
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While the other two equations (3.2) and (3.3) can be as below: 
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Combine (4.26) and (4.27) to get 
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Put (4.28) into (4.25) to get 
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Differentiate on both sides of equation (4.29) to get 
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Derive from (4.30) 

ududcuc )()(  ------ (4.31) 



Integrate on both sides of equation (4.31) to get 

Kuuc 2/)(2  ------ (4.32) 

where K  is a constant to be defined. 

Since cc )0(  ------ (4.33) 

Combine (4.32) and (4.33) to get 

2/2
cK   ------ (4.34) 

Substitute (4.34) into (4.32) to derive a function for the variable speed of light in vacuum: 

ccuuc )/21()( 2 2/1
  ------ (4.35)  

Substitute (4.35) into (4.26) to derive a function for the variable Planck constant: 
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 ------ (4.36)   

Comparing (4.35) to (3.11) and (4.36) to (3.12), we conclude that all functions will take same 

forms for the total gravitational potential u as for the local gravitational potential u , so for 

convenience from now on when we talk about the gravitational potential u , it will be the total 

gravitational potential by default. Let’s consider another scenario which is a gravitational field 

traveling with a constant speed V in perfect vacuum. Based on formula (4.21), a constant speed 

in perfect vacuum is equivalent to a constant background gravitational potential, so the total 

background gravitational potential considering both scenario will be: 2/2VUU   ------ (4.37) 

4.2   FGP Factor as an Explanation to g-Factor Deviation  

The Bohr magneton is defined in SI units by
eB

me 2/  where e is the elementary charge, 

is the reduced Planck constant, 
em is the rest mass of an electron. According to function (3.12) 

and (3.15)  BB cuu )( 2
2/1

/21)(  , the Bohr magneton as a measuring unit of the magnetic 

momentum turns smaller in a gravitational field. So the g-factor [2] experimental value should 

equal to the stander model theoretical value which has not accounted the effect of the 

gravitational field multiplied by a FGP factor )/21( 2 2/1

cu


. After investigate the results from 

experiments measuring the g-factor of a muon, I conclude the FGP factor has a value of 

approximately 1.000000003, which will yield the total gravitational potential on the ground of 

the earth: 

28 )/(107.2 smUE   ------ (4.38) 



Put the average ground gravitational potential associated with the rest mass of the earth 
27 )/(1024.6 smUE  into formula (4.37) to get a constant speed: smVE /20376  which will 

be interpreted as the speed of a flux associated with the cosmic gravitational field in paragraph 5. 

If the gravitational potential describes some kind of flux in the vacuum, then V in formula (4.21) 

is the speed of the flux.  

A fermion with half-integer spin has an intrinsic magnetic field with magnetic flux, and has a 

rest mass with an intrinsic gravitational field with some kind of flux as well. So I deduce that the 

magnetic flux not only describe the intrinsic magnetic field  in one aspect but also describe the 

gravitational field in another aspect. The magnetic flux is neutrino flux with a speed defined by 

the gravitational potential. Fermions and anti-fermions have rest mass equivalent to active 

gravitational mass, while photons and gauge bosons, neutrinos and Higgs bosons only have 

inertial mass equivalent to passive gravitational mass. Even though some neutrinos or bosons 

may have rest mass, but only fermions can have active gravitational rest mass to produce 

gravitational potential. The gravitational force between fermions and anti-fermions is repulsive 

force, so their rest mass cancels each other after they annihilate into a pair of photons without 

rest mass. Anti-fermions will attract each other; just the same way as fermions will attract each 

other; while photons and Higgs bosons will be attracted by both fermions and anti-fermions.  

4.3   Electroweak Coupling Constant as a Function of the Gravitational Potential 

Experiments have proved the mean lifetime of a beta decay particle travelling at high speeds will 

become longer to match the slowdown of time, which is predicted by the special relativity. 

Formula (4.21) implies this should also happen when the time is slowdown in a gravitational 

field. Since the mean lifetime of a muon decay  relates to the Fermi constant FG in following 

formula: 
625

0

3 )/()/(192 cGQ F     ------ (4.39) where
2

0 cmQ   , m is the rest mass of a 

muon. Based on function (3.11), (3.12), (3.15) and (3.18) to conclude the Fermi constant should 

be invariant in a gravitational field. The relation between FG and W  the coupling constant of 

the electroweak interaction is described by this formula:  

223 8/2)/( WWF mcG   ------ (4.40) [3] where Wm  is the rest mass of a W boson. According 

to function (3.11), (3.12), (3.15), (4.39) and (4.40), we can derive the dimensionless coupling 

constant of the electroweak interaction as a function of the gravitational potential:  

WW cuu  )/21()( 2 1



 ------ (4.41) 

Based on the electroweak coupling constant
710W and the electromagnetic coupling constant

137/1 , function (41) gives 2/)11037.1( 25 cu  
 when  )(uW . According to the 

electroweak theory the electromagnetic force and weak force will merge into a single 

electroweak force when the temperature is high enough, so function (4.41) not only declares the 



principle of general covariance breaking down in microscopic scale, but also implies that a 

gravitational field should have temperature. Because a gravitational potential is related to the 

speed of a neutrino flux by formula (4.21), the neutrinos in the flux may produce black body 

radiation from their kinetic energy. So the energy change of a photon with a specific frequency 

in a gravitational field can represent the mean kinetic energy of the neutrinos which have a 

temperature of T , which can be described as below:   

Tkfhuh B ])([  ------ (4.42) where Bk is Boltzmann constant, f is the specific frequency of a 

photon. Since the cosmic microwave background has a thermal black body spectrum at the 

temperature of KT 72548.2  ------ (4.43), if we consider this as the temperature of the 

gravitational field on the earth, then we can put the FGP factor 000000003.1)/21( 2 2/1




cu  

calculated from the g-factor experiments, (4.36) and (4.43) into (4.42) to get the specific 

frequency: hkf B /10085.9 8 . Put f back into (42) to derive the temperature of a gravitational 

field:  

KcuT 82/12 10085.9]1)/21[(  
 ------ (4.44) 

This yields a temperature of KTU

1110445.2  when  )(uW . Since the strong interaction 

coupling constant 1S , function (4.41) gives 2/)110( 27 cu  
, when SW u  )( , the 

temperature of the gravitational field will reach about K1210872.2  according to function (4.44). 

Function (4.41) defines an upper limit for the temperature and a lower limit for the gravitational 

potential, because the electroweak coupling constant should not be bigger than one, otherwise 

the electroweak force will be stronger than the nuclear force. Formula (4.40) plus radiative 

corrections set an upper limit of rest mass for any gauge boson including Higgs boson at GeV125 , 

and set a lower limit at GeVW 1252  as well. If bosons can carry major portion of the vacuum 

zero-point energy, the vacuum catastrophe will disappear. The inertial mass density of bosons in 

space will be so high that it is comparable to Planck density, so we have to redefine the vacuum 

as a space with zero active gravitational rest mass density, and define a perfect vacuum as pure 

Higgs field.  

4.4   The Mechanism of Gravitational Wave is Black Body Radiation 

Function (4.42) indicates the temperature of a gravitational field is proportional to variable 

Planck constant; the kinetic energy of a particle is stored in the intrinsic magnetic field 

associated with its spin defined by Planck constant. The fluctuation of the intrinsic magnetic 

fields will produce black body radiations associated with the temperature fluctuation in the 

gravitational field; it will reduce the kinetic energy of a particle traveling in the gravitational 

field. Because the rest energy of a particle is stored in its intrinsic magnetic field as well, so it is 

possible for a particle to lose its rest energy by the gravitational black body radiation when the 



temperature is high enough. The essence of gravitational wave as black body radiation seems to 

be consistent with gravity as an entropic force [4]. 

The black body radiation energy density: 433445 15/8 aTchTkE Bd    ------ (4.45) where a  is 

the radiation density constant equal to
4316 /105657.7 KmJ , is a true constant invariant in a 

gravitational field. Put (4.44) into (4.45) to get the gravitational black body radiation energy 

density:  

32042/12 /10154.5]1)/21[( mJcuEd  
 ------ (4.46)  

The gravitational black body radiation energy plays a very important role to counterbalance the 

gravitational attraction. If the temperature reaches the upper limit to KTH

1210872.2   then the 

gravitational radiation energy density reaches the maximum of
334 /1015.5 mJ , which is 

1610

times higher than the nuclear fission energy density of uranium; only the annihilation can 

produce such high energy density. So I conclude the particle and anti-particle annihilation must 

be the energy source to power the gravitational black body radiation near the black hole event 

horizon. The vacuum fluctuation near the event horizon can be very big due to the Planck 

constant turning bigger sharply; there are a lot of virtual particle-antiparticle pairs that pop up 

from the vacuum and then cancel each other near the event horizon. Because the gravitational 

force works oppositely on particles and anti-particles, they are separated before they can cancel 

each other. The virtual anti-particle must either annihilate with a real particle or escape, so the 

black hole has to lose mass to ensure the conservation of energy. Because of the conservation of 

charge, only the virtual anti-particles without charges can be turned into real anti-particles, so 

only anti-neutrinos and anti-neutrons can be ejected from a black hole. Even though the 

conservation of baryon number seems to be broken, but the number of anti-neutron being 

produced by a black hole should equal to the number of neutron inside a black hole being 

converted into energy, so the process looks like a phase transition from neutron to anti-neutron. 

So if simultaneously a phase transition from anti-neutron to neutron can happen somewhere in 

the universe, then the conservation of baryon number can be saved, and it can be the origin of the 

cosmic rays when I establish my cosmological model. The phase transition from neutrino to anti-

neutrino or from neutron to anti-neutron near the event horizon is similar to the so called black 

hole evaporation [5], but it is much more intense because the gravitational repulsive force 

towards the anti-particles and because the Planck constant and the temperature increase sharply 

according to function (4.36) and (4.44). Any stellar objects that come near the event horizon will 

cause intense vacuum fluctuations that produce large amount of anti-neutrons, which will then 

annihilate and turn everything into heat energy. Even though the black hole will lose mass due to 

the conservation of energy, the momentum and angular momentum of the falling particles are 

transferred to the black hole due to the conservation of momentum and angular momentum. 

Function (4.46) implies that the gravitational black body radiations are extremely intense near 

the event horizon, so a black hole which will suck everything inside is impossible to be formed. 



The critical gravitational potential 2/2
cuc   to form a black hole cannot be reached. FGP have 

limits set by a lower limit gravitational potential at 2/)110( 27 cuL   when SW u  )(

according to function (4.41). Otherwise photons will stop moving according to function (4.35), 

the Planck constant will turn infinitely large according to function (4.36) and the temperature 

will be infinitely high according to function (4.44). Hence, black holes should be called quasi-

black holes accurately. Quasi-black holes can be used to define the macro active gravitational 

rest mass quanta formed by gravitation, so they provide important clues for me to establish a 

cosmological model. 

5.    Deduce a Cosmological Model from FGP 

5.1   Revised Hubble’s Law from the Cosmic Background Gravitational Potential 

FGP is based on an universal flat space-time perfect vacuum reference frame, so I assume this 

should be the initial state of the universe, with an equal amount of hydrogen atoms and anti-

hydrogen atoms along with photons and Higgs bosons spread evenly in the space, with an active 

gravitational rest mass density close to zero and a temperature close to absolute zero as well. 

After a long period of time, because the atoms and anti-atoms were subjected to the two types of 

gravitational forces, eventually hydrogen atoms separated from anti-hydrogen atoms and 

individually formed a huge sphere of hydrogen atoms and a huge sphere of anti-hydrogen atoms. 

These two spheres eventually sit still in a perfect vacuum far away from each other because the 

gravitational repulsive force is offset by their common gravitational attractive force towards the 

photons and Higgs bosons.  

We have to use a function to describe the gravitational potential inside a sphere: 

3/4)( 2rGru    ------ (5.47) where r  is the distance from the center of mass,  is the 

average density of the active gravitational rest mass within the sphere with a radius of r . Only 

the rest mass inside a sphere has contribution to the gravitational potential on the surface of the 

sphere, because the neutrino flux associated with the gravitational potential on the surface is the 

extension of the intrinsic magnetic fields associated with the rest mass of the fermions inside the 

sphere. So it is important to define the maximum size of a gravitational field by comparing its 

gravitational field strength with the nearby gravitational field strength. For example the earth has 

a maximum sphere radius of about m8106.2  where the gravitational strength is about 

kgN /006.0 and equals the one of the sun. The moon is located outside the maximum sphere of 

the earth, so its maximum sphere radius is about m7109.2  where the gravitational field strength 

also equals the one of the sun. While the sun has a much bigger maximum sphere because the 

closest star to it known today is four light years away. We can use the mass of the earth or the 

moon to calculate the gravitation potential of the earth or the moon up to the maximum sphere 

only, outside the sphere we have to use the mass of the sun to calculate the gravitational potential 

of the sun. The gravitational potential has points of discontinuity on the maximum sphere, so the 

temperature and the radiation energy density of the gravitational field have points of 



discontinuity on the maximum sphere as well according to function (4.44) or (4.46). Even the 

speed of light in vacuum has points of discontinuity on the maximum sphere as well, and this 

will make the gravitational lensing effect bigger and lead to overestimation on the mass of stars.  

It is important to identify the boundary of a gravitational field for calculating or measuring the 

speed of light in vacuum. Theoretically only the perfect vacuum reference frame is an inertial 

reference frame, which is suitable for quantum theory and special relativity. But in practice, 

based on formula (4.21), we can apply those theories in a local reference frame with a very close 

to constant background gravitational potential, such as the ground of the earth reference frame. 

If we use function (5.47) to describe a cosmic sphere, then we can take square root on both side 

of this function to derive the revised Hubble’s law: rHrv  0)(  ------ (5.48), since I consider the 

speed )(rv  as the speed of the neutrino flux associated with the cosmic gravitational field, so 

according to formula (4.21) we can combine (5.47) and (5.48) to get the density of the cosmic 

sphere: GHc  8/3 2

0  ------ (5.49), use the Hubble constant MpcskmH /)/(8.670   to 

calculate the value of 327 /10616.8 mkgc

 . This is exactly the critical density predicted by 

general relativity to form a stable universe. Put the critical gravitational potential 2/2
cuc  and 

the critical density c into function (5.47) to get the radius of the cosmic sphere:

mHcRc

26

0 10367.1/   ------ (5.50) and this also is the radius of the so called Hubble sphere; 

it is about 14.45 billion light years. If it is a cosmic black hole event horizon, then anything 

including lights is trapped inside, but FGP has a lower limit gravitational potential

2/)110( 27 cuL  
, so the cosmic sphere cannot be a true black hole and it should still have 

interaction or particle exchange with the faraway anti-cosmic sphere. The Hubble constant and 

the cosmic density should have been much smaller in the past, and eventually settle down to 

today’s value after the cosmic sphere and the anti-cosmic sphere achieved a dynamic balance. So 

the heat death of an open universe will never happen in this scenario, and there is no reason to 

break the dynamic balance to create the so called Big Bang or Big Crunch scenario. 

5.2   Gravitational Redshift is Proportional to the Temperature   

Function (5.47) along with the critical density in formula (5.49) indicated that a quasar may have 

a cosmic background gravitational potential of
225.0 c if it is m2510668.9  away from the center 

of the cosmic sphere, which is about ten billion light years. The microwave background or the 

gravitational field temperature in that location is extremely high at K81076.3  according to 

function (4.44); it can produce the wide range ionization, which cannot be explained before.  

Also, because the background gravitational potential is comparable to the critical gravitational 

potential, a quasi-black hole formed in this quasar takes only half amount the rest mass than one 

in the Milky Way galaxy. This quasar can easily output huge amount of energy, because the 

gravitational black body radiation energy density counted on the cosmic background 

gravitational potential itself reaches
319 /1052.1 mJ  according to function (4.46), which is 



already ten times higher than the nuclear fission energy density of uranium.  Lights from this 

quasar should have a gravitational redshift of 414.0Z , because just considering the cosmic 

background gravitational potential already yields a local Planck constant 1.414 times bigger than 

the one in a perfect vacuum according to function (4.36). A cosmic background gravitational 

redshift yields a distance significantly different from the distance given by considering the 

redshift as a Doppler shift. The redshift comes from a cosmic background gravitational potential: 

1)/21( 2/12  cuZ , only the redshift of spectrums from interstellar plasma clouds, which is 

the smallest redshift from the same galaxy, is reliable for the estimation of distance. According 

to function (4.44), the temperature is proportional to the redshift: KZT 810085.9  , so a 

bigger redshift most likely implies higher temperature, but not necessarily relates to a larger 

distance. The temperature of the cosmic microwave background with the biggest redshift 

observed so far at 1089CMBZ is KTCMB

111089.9  , which is located near the edge of the 

cosmic sphere. 

5.3   Formation of Galaxies  

Since a spiral galaxy is composed by billions of stars similar to the sun, and I assume they all 

evolved from a huge hydrogen gas ball, I use the solar mass kg30102  and the distant to the most 

faraway dwarf planet Eris about m11105.1  as the radius of a hydrogen gas ball to estimate a 

density at 
34 /104.1 mkgg

 , substitute this into function (5.47) to get the radius to form a 

quasi-black hole of hydrogen gas mrg

151007.1  which will give a mass of kg411023.7  ; this 

is an estimated mass for a spiral galaxy. Since the mass of the cosmic sphere given by the critical 

density is about kg521022.9  , the total number of spiral galaxy is about one hundred thirty 

billion. Because only about 60% of the galaxies are spiral galaxies, other types of galaxies are 

smaller, so the total number of galaxy may be over two hundred billion. Therefore the average 

mass of a spiral galaxy should be kg411034.4  which is 40% less than the original estimation, 

and is about two hundred billion solar masses. 

This huge hydrogen gas ball will shrink by gravitational attraction; the temperature and density 

keep rising in the core, and nuclear fusions start to form other abundant light elements. The 

galaxy at this stage is a giant quasi-star which is a huge hydrogen plasma ball shrinking without 

spinning. Because the core of a quasi-star is like a giant sun, I use the average density of the sun 
3/1408 mkgS  to estimate the size of a super massive quasi-black hole with a radius 

mrS

111038.3  which will give a mass of kg381028.2  , which is about 
81014.1  solar masses. 

It can be even bigger if its average density is smaller; the biggest one so far has about twenty one 

billion solar masses. Once the super massive quasi-black hole is formed in the center of a giant 

quasi-star, everything falling inside is turned into heat, so its angular momentum grows larger as 

the particles annihilate and their spin momentums transfer to the quasi-black hole. The spinning 



speed of the giant quasi-star will increase as the angular momentum continues to be transferred 

from the super massive quasi-black hole by its magnetic field. The high speed spinning will 

flatten the hydrogen plasma cloud into a big accretion disc; about 40% of the original estimated 

mass of a spiral galaxy has spun off to form the globular cluster or dwarf galaxies, and the spiral 

structure has formed at this stage. Because of the heat from the super massive quasi-black hole, 

the hydrogen plasma in the accretion disc starts the nuclear fusions to form other abundant light 

elements and shrinks locally by gravitation to form stars inside a spiral galaxy.  

5.4   The Origins of Cosmic Rays 

The plasmas falling into a quasi-black hole are turned into heat energy carried away by high 

energy anti-neutrons and anti-neutrinos. All anti-neutrinos will escape easily, while most of the 

anti-neutrons lose their kinetic energy by knocking particles out of the surrounding plasma cloud, 

then annihilate to release intense gravitational heat radiation according to function (4.46). But a 

tiny fraction of anti-neutrons not hitting anything will join with the particles being knocked out 

to form the so called cosmic rays. The anti-cosmic sphere should be the final destination of those 

anti-particles in the cosmic rays, while most of the particles in the cosmic rays are from the anti-

cosmic sphere event horizon. This not only can explain the origins of the cosmic rays, but also 

explain why the energy of the anti-protons and positrons which have been decayed from the anti-

neutrons in the cosmic rays are significantly higher than the energy of the protons and electrons, 

and explain why they come so evenly from every direction. The particle exchange with the anti-

cosmic sphere by cosmic rays is critical to achieve the dynamic balance of the universe. Because 

the quasi-black holes are converting huge amount of neutrons into energy and anti-neutrons at all 

times, the particle exchange with anti-cosmic sphere is critical to save the conservation of baryon 

number which seems to have been broken by the neutron phase transitions near the event horizon 

of quasi-black holes. Most of the protons and electrons in the cosmic rays are from the event 

horizon of the anti-cosmic sphere, they have been accelerated by the gravitational fields between 

two cosmic spheres to the average energy of GeV1 . Hence, the estimated distance between these 

two cosmic centers should be larger than four times the radius of the cosmic sphere. 

5.5   Neutron Stars and Its Relationship with Stars and Planets 

According to function (4.41) the electroweak coupling constant increases as the mass of a star 

increases, so the nuclear fusions to form heavy atomic nucleus will keep going as long as there 

are enough plasmas to feed into it, until it turns into a quasi-black hole of neutron. Put the 

average nuclear density 317 /103.2 mkgn  into function (5.47) will get the radius to form a 

quasi-black hole of neutron mrN 26463 and the mass is kgmN

311078.1  which is about nine 

solar masses. A star with more than nine solar masses most likely will end up with a supernova. 

Usually the explosion will be triggered by a fast moving outer shell smashed by a lagging quasi-

black hole inside it; the asymmetric explosion ejects its remains out of the supernova center to 

become a pulsar. In case a supernova is triggered by the collapse of a heavy outer shell, then its 



remains stays in the center after a symmetric explosion due to large amount of matter being 

annihilated from every direction, which becomes a magnetar or a pulsar. If the outer shell is 

extremely heavy, then the quasi-black hole has to lose most of its mass in order to power a so 

called hypernova explosion, and its remains will disappear after intense radioactive decays as a 

gamma ray burst. In the center of a super massive quasi-black hole, the hypernova explosion as a 

power source to withstand the gravitation attraction will happen from time to time. Older super 

massive quasi-black holes should have less mass and higher density than younger ones. The 

radioactive decays eventually will bring down the mass of a magnetar, it will turn into a pulsar, 

and then it will split into several small neutron stars, because the heavy nucleus is not stable 

without a strong gravitational field. The decayed small neutron star attracts and spins the 

surrounding hydrogen gas and supernova debris or smaller neutron stars into an accretion disc, 

the nuclear fusion starts again in the center with highest temperature and density. Finally it 

becomes a newborn star with or without planets. 

5.6   Estimations Based on Zero Cosmic Background Gravitational Potential 

I suggest the magnetic field of a star or a planet comes from a decayed small neutron star buried 

in its center, so let’s study the magnetic field of a neutron star. Since HM v    ----- (5.51) 

where M is the magnetic dipole moment per unit volume, H is the magnetic field strength, v is 

the volume magnetic susceptibility of a neutron star, and the neutron star magnetic permeability

)1(0 v  , comparing this to function (3.13) and we notice that the vacuum in a 

gravitational field has a volume magnetic susceptibility 1)/21()( 12  cuu  ------ (5.52). It is 

very big near the event horizon, so I assume v is very big as well, and this also implies the 

magnetic dipole moment of most neutrons in a neutron star will take the same direction of the 

neutrino flux associated with the gravitational field. Hundred percent of the neutrons will take 

the same spin direction, since the susceptibility becomes infinitely large when a neutron star 

becomes a quasi-black hole, so I simply assume the square of the mass ratio between a neutron 

star and a quasi-black hole to equal the ratio of the neutrons taking the same spin direction, hence  
2]/)([)/( NNnnn mumMmM   ------ (5.53) where 317 /103.2 mkgn  is the density of a 

neutron star, kgmn

2710675.1  is the mass of a neutron, TJMn /1066.9 27 is the magnetic 

dipole moment of a neutron, )(umN is the rest mass of a neutron star with a surface gravitational 

potential of u , Nm is the rest mass of a quasi-black hole of neutron. According to function (5.47) 

we get 322 )/2(]/)([ cumum NN   ------ (5.54), put this into (5.53) then combine with (5.51) and 

(5.52) to get the magnetic field strength on the surface of a neutron star as below: 

mAcuH v //)/2(10326.1 3218   ------ (5.55) 



Since HB v )1(0   , where B is the magnetic flux density on the surface of a neutron star, 

and AmT /104 7

0   is the perfect vacuum permeability, and vv  1  we can derive 

TcuB 3212 )/2(10666.1   ------ (5.56) 

The magnetic flux density reaches a maximum about T1210666.1  on the surface of a quasi-

black hole of neutron, and it has a minimum angular momentum of sJ  23106.5 from the spin 

of aligned neutrons. 

Consider a neutron star as a solid sphere with even density to get the moment of inertia: 

15/)(85/)()(2 52 ururumI NnNNN   ------ (5.57) where )(urN is the radius of a neutron star with 

a surface gravitational potential ofu . From function (4.47) we get 

2/1)4/3()( nN Guur  ------ (5.58), and based on function (3.11) to get the theoretically 

maximum angular speed of a neutron star as below:  

sraducuucuGcuruc nN /)/()/21(104.2)]3/()/21([2)(/)( 2/12/12122/12

max   -- (5.59) 

Then derive the theoretically maximum angular momentum of a neutron star as below: 

sJcuuGccuuIL nN  2/1221022/122

maxmax )/21()(108.230/)/21()3(   ------ (5.60) 

Put limit gravitational potential 2/)110( 27 cuL  
into function (5.59) and (5.60) to get the 

maximum angular momentum of a quasi-black hole of neutron is sJ  401079.1 with a spin 

frequency of Hz5698.0 . A neutron star most likely will retain this angular momentum after a 

supernova explosion, so I can estimate the actual upper limit of its spin frequency.  

Let us estimate how long a T1110666.1  magnetar will take to decay into a T810666.1  pulsar by 

the gravitational black body radiation. According to function (5.56) and (4.44) the magnetar has 

a temperature KTm

810326.3  and the pulsar the pulsar has a temperature KTp

710185.2  . 

According to functions (5.47), (5.56), (5.57) and (5.60) this magnetar may spin up to Hz88.3 , has 

a radius of mrm 18029 and a mass of kgmm

3010646.5  ; this pulsar may spin up to Hz1228 , 

has a radius of mrp 5701 and a mass of kgmp

2910785.1  . According to Stefan-Boltzmann 

law the black body radiation power 
4TAP  , where the surface area of a black body is A , and 

T is its temperature, and based on function (3.11) and (3.12) the Stefan-Boltzmann constant  is 

a function of the gravitational potential: 

4282/1223452/12 /1067.5)/21(15/2)/21()( sKmJcuchkcuu B

   ------ (5.61) 



So the net radiation power: 

sJTcurTcurTATAP pppmmmpppmmmnet /])/21()/21([10125.7 42/12242/122744   ---- (5.62) 

where mu is the gravitational potential on the surface of the magnetar and pu is the one of the 

pulsar. From function (5.56) we get
32 1.0/2 cum and 32 0001.0/2 cup ; put all data into (5.62) 

to get sJPnet /10075.2 36  and determine spcmmt netpmdecay

112 10372.2/)(  ------ (5.63) 

Thus a magnetar with three solar masses takes about seven thousand five hundred years to decay 

into a pulsar with one tenth of a solar mass.  

Now let us replace the magnetar with a quasi-black hole of neutron; this will be a scenario for an 

extremely intense hypernova explosion. Since we already know mrN 26463 and

kgmN

311078.1  , the highest temperature of a quasi-black hole at the limit gravitational 

potential is KTH

1210872.2  at 2/)110( 27 cuL   , so we can substitute the data of the 

magnetar with the data of a quasi-black hole of nucleus in function (5.62) to get: 

sJsJTcurTcurP pppHLNnet /10074.1/])/21()/21([10125.7 4942/12242/1227  
 ------ (5.64) 

The time for the extremely intense hypernova explosion will be:  

spcmmt netpNhyper 148.0/)( 2   ------ (5.65), the powerful hypernova can consume a typical 

super massive quasi-black hole with one hundred million solar masses in about eleven trillion 

years if it repeats every million years. Since the super massive quasi-black hole in the center of 

the Milky Way galaxy has only four million solar masses left now, this suggests that it is about 

eleven trillion years old.  

Usually a supernova explosion happens when the temperature of a neutron star reaches the 

temperature KTU

1110445.2  when  )(uW and 2/)11037.1( 25 cu  
 according to 

function (4.41) and (4.44). In this scenario sJPnet /106.6 45 and st er 3.240sup  , it takes about 

four minutes to power a supernova explosion. All estimations above are based on an equal to 

zero cosmic background gravitational potential, which are suitable for those galaxies in the Local 

Group. If the supernovae are far away from the center of the cosmic sphere, then the estimations 

will be different, hence using supernovae as standard candles will lead to wrong conclusions.    

Knowing the core temperature of the sun is about K71057.1  ; we assume this to be the 

temperature of a decayed small neutron star in the core, and use function (4.44) and (5.47) to get 

the radius of the decayed small neutron star to be about m4857 . Hence its mass is about

kg29101.1  , which is about 5.5% solar mass. According to function (5.56) the decayed neutron 

star in the center of the sun has a magnetic field of T71037.6  . 



Knowing the core temperature of the earth is about K7000 ; we also can derive that a decayed 

small neutron star with a radius of m104  and a mass of kg241008.1  is buried in the center of the 

earth, which has 18% of the mass of the earth. The decayed neutron star in the center of the earth 

has a magnetic field of T3101.6  , and on the surface of the earth the measured average 

magnetic flux density still has T5105.4  , probably because the earth inner core consists 

primarily by an iron-nickel alloy which has high permeability. 

Substitute the nuclear density in function (5.53) with the density of rest mass in function (5.47), 

then we can transform function (5.56) into a function to describe the magnetic field associated 

with a gravitational field described by function (5.47):  

TcuB n

3212 )/2)(/(10666.1    ------ (5.66) 

The Milky Way super massive quasi-black hole has a mass of about kg36102.8  , according to 

function (5.47) it has a radius of about m10102.1  and its density is about
36 /101.1 mkg . And 

according to function (5.66) the magnetic flux density on the surface of a quasi-black hole is 

proportional to its density, so the magnetic flux density of this super massive quasi-black hole: 

TcuBmilky

32)/2(97.7  ------ (5.67) which is T8 on its surface and decreases to T31108  at 

our location. The magnetic flux density falls off inversely with the cube of the distance from its 

center; this is a characteristic of a dipole field. This magnetic field plays a very important role in 

the formation of a spiral galaxy, and I suggest that the stars near the galaxy center have heavier 

decayed neutron star cores with stronger magnetic fields, and that they also have higher overall 

densities than those stars far away from the galaxy center. The decayed neutron stars hiding in 

the center of stars could be the so called dark matter, and this can explain why the stars in the 

globular cluster show no evidence for dark matter. A neutron star core can have up to nine solar 

masses, which can explain the typical mass to light ratios up to ten times the mass to light ratio 

of the sun. Even though the magnetic field associated with the cosmic sphere is extremely weak, 

the so called cosmic axis might be due to it [6], and 2/0HfC   should be the maximum spin 

frequency of the cosmic sphere. 

5.7   Total Gravitational Black Body Radiation Energy of the Cosmic Sphere 

According to function (4.46) and (5.47) we can estimate the total gravitational black body 

radiation energy inside and outside the cosmic sphere: 

342/12
0

2/12/32/320 /)(]1)/21[()(10777.3 mJudcuuGE
Lu

cInside  

  ------ (5.68) 

342/12
0

43321 /)(]1)/21[()(10477.6 mJudcuumGE
Lu

COutside  

  ------ (5.69)  



where Cm  is the rest mass of the cosmic sphere and c is its density, 2/)110(0 27 cuu L    

From formula (5.49) 327 /10616.8 mkgc

 , we derive JEInside

1061087.5  . According to 

function (5.47) the lower limit of the gravitational potential 2/)110( 27 cuL    which gives the 

rest mass of the cosmic sphere kgmC

521022.9   to derive JEOutside

1071065.1  . The average 

radiation energy density inside the cosmic sphere is about 327 /1048.5 mJ . The lowest density is 

zero in the center of the cosmic sphere and in the space infinitely far away from it; the highest 

density is 334 /1015.5 mJ at the edge of the cosmic sphere. The gravitational black body 

radiation energy is a portion of the vacuum zero-point energy carried by gravitational fields. 

6.   Conclusions 

6.1   Summary 

The cosmological model deduced from functions of the gravitational potential (FGP) has 

provided proper answers to several long pending cosmological problems, such as gravitational 

wave, microwave background radiation, cosmic rays, neutron stars and quasars. The universe is 

stable and the cosmic evolution will continue forever, because a true black hole, the heat death of 

an open universe, Big Bang or Big Crunch is ruled out by FGP. 

6.2   Deduce Accurate Electroweak Coupling Constant from the Nuclear Density 

The highest radiation energy density at the edge of the cosmic sphere is produced by the 

annihilation of neutrons and anti-neutrons from the neutron phase transitions near the event 

horizon, so it should equal the rest energy density of the neutron 
334 /1007.2 mJ derived from 

the nuclear density 317 /103.2 mkgn  . From function (4.46) we derive the accurate lower limit 

of the gravitational potential 2/)110577.1( 27 cuL  
 ------ (6.70). From function (4.45) we 

get the accurate maximum temperature KTH

1210287.2  . Then from function (4.41) we get the 

accurate electroweak interaction coupling constant in perfect vacuum
710577.1 W , and get 

the accurate temperature KTU

1110945.1  when  )(uW  . From function (4.45) we derive 

the corresponding radiation energy density
330 /10083.1 mJEU  . If it is produced by the 

annihilation of left-handed neutrinos and left-handed anti-neutrinos from the neutrino phase 

transition near the event horizon, then we can derive the corresponding density of neutrino as
313 /102.1 mkg , and that will be the most massive neutrino with an inertial mass about

2 times 

the rest mass of a neutron. Formula (4.40) also indicated a boson with a rest mass about
2 times 

the rest mass of a Higgs boson when  )(uW , so this might imply a one to one relationship 

between fermions and bosons. 



Since I have proposed magnetic flux essentially is neutrino flux, and a photon contains magnetic 

flux, so this further implies every photon inside our cosmic sphere is composed by one pair of 

left-handed neutrino and left-handed anti-neutrino, while every photon inside the anti-cosmic 

sphere is composed by one pair of right-handed anti-neutrino and right-handed neutrino. The 

missing left-handed anti-neutrino is always hiding inside a photon in our cosmic sphere, because 

in the vacuum of our cosmic sphere is dominated by left-handed neutrinos; annihilation will lock 

the left-handed anti-neutrinos inside photons forever, while the missing right-handed neutrino is 

always hiding inside a photon in the anti-cosmic sphere for the same reason. Neutrino is a special 

kind of fermion without rest mass, so it does not have an intrinsic magnetic field associated with 

its spin. According to Pauli Exclusion Principle, a pair of fermions must have opposite spins to 

exchange virtual photons, this not only can guarantee the conservation of angular momentum, 

but also can ensure their intrinsic magnetic momentums are anti-parallel, hence the magnetic 

force between their intrinsic magnetic field is always attraction; while a fermion-antifermion pair 

must have opposite spins to ensure the conservation of angular momentum when they exchange 

virtual photons, but their magnetic momentum are parallel, hence the magnetic force between 

their intrinsic magnetic field is always repulsion. So I suggest the gravitational force might be the 

long range effect from the intrinsic magnetic field of fermions, while the electroweak and strong 

interactions might be its short range effects.  

6.3   Derive Hubble Constant from Gravitational Coupling Constant 

Compare the gravitational coupling constant:
452 107518.1)/(  PeG mm to the square of the 

mass ratio between the quasi-black hole of neutron and the cosmic sphere:
442 107.3)/( CN mm , they are quite close to each other. The electron is the smallest micro 

mass quanta, while the quasi-black hole of nucleus is the smallest macro mass quanta; Planck 

mass is the biggest micro mass quanta, while the cosmic sphere is the biggest macro mass quanta. 

And the gravitational coupling constant should be the link between the micro and macro mass 

quanta, so I deduce that their mass ratio should be equal to each other, and then we can calculate 

Hubble constant and the critical rest mass density accurately. From formula (5.49) and (5.50) we 

derive 0

3 2/ HGcmC   ------ (6.71), from function (5.47) and the nuclear density

317 /103.2 mkgn  we get kgmN

311078.1  , and then derive Hubble constant as below: 

MpcskmsmGcH NG /)/(68.1410759.42/ 11932/1

0    ------ (6.72) 

 And then the critical rest mass density defined by the derived Hubble constants should be
3282

0 /10053.48/3 mkgGHc

  . Since the newly derived Hubble constant is smaller than 

the current estimated value, the radius of the cosmic sphere is larger: 

mHcRc

26

0 103038.6/  , which is about 66.63 billion light years; the rest mass of the 

cosmic sphere is bigger as well: kgHGcmC

53

0

3 10253.42/  . According to function (6.68) 



and (6.69) the total radiation energy of the cosmic sphere depends on the critical density or the 

rest mass associated with Hubble constant, and the total radiation energy is inversely 

proportional to the cube of Hubble constant.  

The g-factor experiments indicate the cosmic background gravitational potential on the earth is 

quite small at 28 )/(10076.2 sm , which has an equivalent neutrino flux speed of skm/376.20

according to formula (4.21), put this into (4.48) to get the distant from the earth to the center of 

the cosmic sphere, which is about one million light years based on the current estimated Hubble 

constant. But it should be 4.5 million light years based on the newly derived smaller Hubble 

constant, and of course all distances estimated by gravitational redshift have to be adjusted 

accordingly. The irregular galaxy Sextans B is 4.44 million light years away from the earth, thus 

may be the most distant member of the Local Group, and could be the galaxy closest to the 

center of the cosmic sphere.  
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